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Structures of mono- and dihydrated adenine dimers and their cations were calculated using B3LYP density
functional theory with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set, in order to help understand photofragmentation experiments
of hydrated adenine dimers from the energetics point of view. Several important pathways leading to the
major fragmentation product, protonated adenine ion (AH+), thermodynamically at minimum costs were
investigated at the ground-state electronic potential surface of hydrated adenine dimer cations. Our calculations
suggest that the proton transfer from one adenine moiety to the other in hydrated dimer ions readily occurs
with negligible barriers in normal hydration conditions. In asymmetrically hydrated ions, however, the proton
transfer to more hydrated adenine moieties is kinetically hindered due to heightened transition-state barriers,
while the other way is still barrierless. Such directional preference in proton transfer may be characterized as
a unique dimer ion property, stemming from the difference in basicity of the two nitrogen atoms involved in
the double hydrogen bond that would be equivalent without hydration. We also found that dimer cleavage
requires about 4 times larger energy than evaporation of individual water molecules, so it is likely that most
solvent molecules evaporate before the eventual dimer cleavage when available internal energy is limited.

I. Introduction

In normal biological systems, DNA strands contain the
sequences coded with the four major bases for genetic informa-
tion to be carried down generations, so it is inferred that the
DNA bases exhibit strong stability against electromagnetic
radiation. Indeed, a significant amount of recent literature on
gas-phase studies has indicated that the lifetimes of the excited
states of individual DNA bases upon UV/vis absorption are
sufficiently short,1-7 while mutation may be triggered in the
excited states. Such photochemical properties of DNA bases
may protect genetic information from mutagenic damage. In
vivo, however, DNA bases are hydrated to the full extent at
considerable ionic strengths as well as being stacked and paired
with each other in the double strands, which may give DNA
bases in actual biological environments at least quantitatively
different photochemical properties from those observed from
single DNA-base molecule photoexcitations.4-7 Therefore, one
may consider DNA base pairs, presumably hydrated with several
water molecules, as the next simple model units to be tested
for photostability, due to their close resemblance with actual
biological systems in terms of base pairing and hydration.

Homopaired adenine has been studied by several groups8-12

not only because it is structurally similar to the double-hydrogen-
bonded adenine-thymine pair but also because of the well-
studied photochemistry of adenine13-20 and because the rela-
tively easy preparation of homopaired bases make it possible
to discern unique photochemical properties originating only from
dimer formation of base molecules. As far as photochemical
damages are concerned, proton transfer reactions play important
roles because one of the common consequences upon photo-
excitations is the appearance of protonated products, which has
been suggested to cause mutation.21 The monomeric properties
of protonated adenines and their dissociation mechanisms have

been studied by several groups.22-24 Recently, it was suggested
that protonated adenines are produced both by proton transfer
in adenine dimer ions and by hydrogen transfer in the electroni-
cally excited state of neutral adenine dimer.25

In our previous work,12 photodissociation experiments of
hydrated adenine dimers showed, upon photoexcitation at
wavelengths 532 and 355 nm, that the major fragment from
hydrated adenine dimer ions, (A-A)+(H2O)n, (n ) 0-6), is
protonated adenine monomer ions, AH+, while no hydrated
monomer ions, A+(H2O)n, are observed. It was claimed that
proton transfer between adenine monomers would promptly
follow the ionization of dimers with only small internal energies
available at the ground-state potential energy surface, and then,
as soon as some chromophore species of the hydrated ions are
provided with extra energy, most of the water molecules would
evaporate sequentially until the dimer ion eventually cleaves
into the protonated adenine, AH+, and the dehydrogenated
adenine radical, A-H.

In principle, such complicated protonation dynamics can
ideally be studied by ab initio molecular dynamics simulation
taking into account both the excited states and the ground
state;26-29 however, high computational costs make such a
simulation for much hydrated systems virtually unrealistic to
date. From a practical point of view, therefore, it is better to
distinguish the ground-state dynamics of ionic species from the
excited-state dynamics and study both issues separately.

In this work, we will theoretically quantify the intradimer
proton transfer of hydrated adenine dimer ions and the effects
of hydration in both kinetic and thermodynamic perspectives.
Although our discussion here will be restricted to the energetics
at the ground-state potential surfaces, following a rather simple
reaction scheme, A2(H2O)n f A2

+(H2O)nf [AH+-(A-H)]-
(H2O)n f AH+ + (A-H) + nH2O (n ) 0-2), a theoretical
case study is expected to provide us general and quantitative
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insights into the overall photofragmentation processes of
hydrated adenine dimers,12,29,30 and help clarify excited-state
dynamics.

In the next section, we will explain the computational methods
employed. Then, we will present mono- and dihydration patterns
of neutral adenine dimers and discuss the energetics as they
undergo ionization, intradimer proton transfer, evaporation, and
dimer cleavage, with the focus on effects of hydration on each
process. We summarize our work in the final section.

II. Calculation Details

We used Gaussian 03 quantum chemistry suite31 for all
calculation results presented in this work. All calculations were
done at the level of B3LYP density functional with the
6-31+G(d,p) basis set, as a few test calculations with the large
basis set 6-311++G(d,p) led to improvements of only 3% or
less in energies, preserving all other physical contents nearly
unaltered. For intradimer proton transfer reactions, we first
optimized hydrated dimer ion structures before and then after
proton transfer. Transition-state molecular configurations con-
necting the two kinds of structures were found using the
quadratic synchronous transit method implemented in Gaussian
03. To confirm the transition states, we checked on a single
imaginary frequency mode of each of them and utilized intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations as well. At the optimized
geometries, harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated
and used for correcting molecular electronic energies without
scaling them. In addition, the natural bond orbital (NBO) charges
were evaluated using natural population analysis.32 For calcula-
tions of dissociation energies for evaporation and dimer cleav-
age, counterpoise corrections were carried out to reduce the
basis-set superposition error.33

III. Results and Discussion

A. Hydration Patterns for Adenine Dimers. While both
hydration patterns for a single adenine molecule and structures
of adenine dimers have been studied extensively,8-11,34-40

structures of hydrated adenine dimers were not investigated as
much. To figure out hydrated adenine dimer structures in the
neutral states first, we considered various dimer structures in
which one or two hydrogen bonds can couple two adenine
molecules. A single adenine molecule has three major sites, µ,
ν, and �, available for hydrogen bonding,36,37 as shown in the
top of Figure 1, and among many possible combinations via
different hydrogen-bonding sites of the two adenine molecules
to make a dimer, it has been reported that two parallel hydrogen
bonds, a double hydrogen bond, between two monomers result
in six most stable adenine dimers.8,9 We confirmed the six
adenine dimers at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level. (Figure S1,
Supporting Information) It is noteworthy that the most stable
dimer structure is the one where the double hydrogen bond is
made via � sites of the two adenine monomers, and it is about
3.5 kcal/mol lower in energy than the next stable one. We will
refer to it as the ��′ dimer structure (or simply dimer) and
consider hydration patterns for this structure only, so holding
the number of subsequent reaction processes manageable as we
discuss ionization, proton transfer, and dehydration in the
following subsections. The prime is used for referring to the
second adenine molecule or the sites belonging to it. The second
adenine will be usually the one on the right-hand side in figures
where the dimer structures appear. This convention will be used
throughout this work.

Now, we consider hydration cases of the neutral adenine
dimer ��′. (Optimized geometries are showed in Supporting

Information, Figure S2, and their energies are listed in Table
1.) The ��′ dimer has two nonequivalent hydration sites, µ
and ν, so the corresponding monohydrated structures are called
µ-��′ and ν-��′, respectively. The prefixes denote the hydration
positions of the water molecule. ν-��′ is 1.8 kcal/mol more stable
than µ-��′, consistent with the previous calculation that ν is a
more favored hydrogen-bonding site than µ.37

In the same way, we construct neutral dihydrated dimer
structures as follows, µµ-��′, νν-��′, µν-��′, νµ′-��′, µµ′-��′,
and νν′-��′. The relative energies between dihydrated dimer
structures are within 3.5 kcal/mol, and the ordering of structures
in energy reflects the degree of each site being favored as a
hydrogen-bonding site. In unilateral hydration cases, νν-��′ is
more stable than µµ-��′, because the ν site is more favored than
the µ site, and µν-��′ goes between the two. Interestingly, in
cases of bilateral dihydration, in which the two water molecules
are bonded separately to the two different adenine monomers,
the hydrated structures are even more stabilized. For instance,

Figure 1. (Top) Adenine molecule with the three major hydrogen-
bonding sites, µ, ν, and �, indicated. (Bottom) The double hydrogen
bond formed between two adenine monomers via the mutually
equivalent sites � and �′. The primed letter is used to indicate a site at
the other monomer on the right-hand side, and so this dimer is called,
��′. The H3 atom is often referred to as 9H, since it is bonded to N9 of
the five-membered ring.

TABLE 1: Vertical and Adiabatic Ionization Energies (eV)
for Hydrated Adenine Dimer at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)
Level

ionization energy

neutrala vertical adiabatic difference iona

��′ -934.5078 7.76 7.67 -0.09 -934.2258
µ-��′ -1010.9317 7.79 7.56 -0.23 -1010.6540
ν-��′ -1010.9345 7.75 7.59 -0.16 -1010.6556

µµ-��′ -1087.3575 7.76 7.57 -0.19 -1087.0793
νν-��′ -1087.3587 7.75 7.58 -0.17 -1087.0802
µν-��′ -1087.3578 7.79 7.45 -0.34 -1087.0839
νµ′-��′ -1087.3583 7.78 7.51 -0.27 -1087.0822
µµ′-��′ -1087.3556 8.16 7.49 -0.67 -1087.0803
νν′-��′ -1087.3612 7.74 7.54 -0.20 -1087.0842

a The energies in au for the optimized structures of hydrated
adenine dimer in neutral and ionic states are also listed for com-
parison.
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the symmetrically and bilaterally dihydrated dimer, νν′-��′, is
even more stable than the doubly and unilaterally dihydrated
dimer, νν-��′. To explain a few terms to classify dihydrated
adenine dimers, first, the laterality refers to the number of
adenine monomers hydrated. Second, by “doubly”, we mean
that two water molecules are bound at a particular single
hydration site, and, third, “symmetrically” implies that the two
equivalent sites are occupied bilaterally, so hydrated dimers
maintain the 2-fold rotational symmetry.

With given mono- or dihydrated neutral ��′ dimer structures,
we checked out the possibilities of hydrogen transfer of H3 or
H3′ in the region of the double hydrogen bond between the two
adenine monomers, but only to confirm that such hydrogen-
transferred structures are considerably less stable in neutral
states.

B. Ionization Energies. Next, we consider the ionization
energies of hydrated dimers A2(H2O)n (n ) 0-2) that lead to
hydrated adenine dimer ions A2

+(H2O)n. Vertical ionization
energies (IEs) are calculated as energy differences between the
neutral and ionic states of the hydrated adenine dimer structures
optimized at the neutral states, as listed in Table 1. Vertical
IEs of hydrated dimers are less than 8.0 eV in most cases, as
experimentally observed by Kim et al.41 The bare dimer ��′
has the vertical IE ) 7.76 eV, which is considerably smaller
than 8.25 eV of a single adenine molecule we obtained at the
same level of theory.42 Vertical IEs of mono- and dihydrated
adenine dimers appear to fluctuate near the vertical IE value of
the bare dimer, reflecting small differences in hydration effects
between the ionic and neutral states at the Franck-Condon
regions.

We also calculated the adiabatic IEs as we optimized the
structures of hydrated adenine dimer ions, listed in the third
and fourth columns of Table 1. (See Figures 2-6 for the
optimized structures of hydrated adenine dimer ions.) In general,
the adiabatic IEs for un-, mono-, and dihydrated adenine dimers
are smaller than their vertical counterparts by at least 0.1 eV.
In photoexcitation experiments, the differences in the vertical
and adiabatic IEs may be converted to internal energies via
structural changes from the Franck-Condon regions to the
energy minima of hydrated dimer ions. Larger differences
observed in µ-��′, µν-��′, νµ′-��′, and µµ′-��′ arise from the
fact that a single water molecule bound at the µ or µ′ site
experiences significant reorientation to reach the energy minima.
Note that having two such water molecules leads to the largest
difference between the vertical and adiabatic IEs of µµ′-��′. It
should be noted, however, that ν is still a more effective
hydration site in stabilizing the dimer ion in the potential
minimum regime, as the optimized dimer ions, ν-��′+, νν-��′+,
and νν′-��′+, are lower in energy than the dimer ions µ-��′+,
µµ-��′+, and µµ′-��′+. Note that we added the superscript +
to represent ion species explicitly. However, we will drop it
for shorter notations as we discuss the ionic species only
hereafter.

C. Intradimer Proton Transfer. Though optimized, the
structures of adenine dimer ions, with each adenine monomer
structurally intact, are expected to be metastable, because the
electron density is depleted mostly from the two remote azine
nitrogen atoms (N9 and N9′) upon ionization, so the single
positive charge is near equally divided between the two
chemically distinct species, i.e., two adenine monomers each
of which is half-charged. It is well-studied by Zhanpeisov and
Leszczynski that, in one-electron-oxidized dimer complexes, the
interaction between a cation and a radical is energetically more

favorable than that between the symmetrical fragments both
positively and equally charged.43

Figure 2 shows the unhydrated dimer ion ��′ undergoing H3

proton transfer. In the bottom of Figure 2, the relative energy
diagram compares only the electronic energies of the initial
adenine dimer ion ��′, the proton-transferred dimer ion (��′-
PT), and the transition state (��′-PT-TS), of which the relation-
ship was confirmed with IRC calculation. (The suffix PT stands
for proton transferred and the other suffix TS is added to
represent the transition state leading to the corresponding
product. This convention will be used throughout this work.)
The diagram appears to be a typical unimolecular reaction over
a barrier toward the product, but the barrier nearly disappears
as we make corrections for electronic energies with zero-point
harmonic vibrations. With zero-point vibrational energies
included, the energy of reactant ��′ becomes higher than that
of the electronic transition state ��′-PT-TS, which is still kept
higher than that of the product ��′-PT. It implies that the proton-
transferred structure ��′-PT can be easily reached, helped by
some minimal vibrational motions. IRC calculation verifies that
the barrier at 0 K is less than 0.5 kcal/mol (Figure S3, Supporting
Information). Note that the internal energy increase after the
proton transfer will be 4.5 kcal/mol, on the same order of
magnitude as the energy to be obtained via geometry relaxations
from the neutral to the ionic dimer structures, 2.0 kcal/mol, after

Figure 2. Relative energy diagrams (in kcal/mol) along the H3 proton
transfer reaction coordinate of adenine dimer ion, ��′. The top diagram
represents energy profiles with zero-point vibration energies included,
while the bottom one shows the electronic energies only. NBO charges
of distinct adenine moieties are shown before and after proton transfer.
The origin of the vertical energy scale refers to the energy of optimized
dimer ion listed in the last column of Table 1.
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the vertical ionization. The observation that there is virtually
no barrier at 0 K and that the thermodynamically stable
structures are the proton-transferred ones will be repeatedly
found as we move along to hydration cases as well. As
ionization occurs vertically in experiments, hydrated dimer ions
will have practically enough internal energy to trigger the proton
transfer.

Natural population analysis was performed to assign the NBO
charge to each atom in the dimer ions. In Figure 2, the NBO
atomic charges are summed over each distinct species in the
hydrogen-bonded dimer ions. The initial dimer structure has
50:50 charge separation between the two adenine moieties, but
the proton-transferred product has a considerable charge dis-
proportion, 88:12, toward the one with hydrogen atom added,
suggesting that the reaction is characterized, indeed, as proton
transfer, not hydrogen-transfer.

To move on to monohydrated dimer ion cases, Figure 3 (top)
shows the zero-point vibration corrected relative energies of the
proton-transferred products and the transition-state molecular
configurations associated with them, when the µ site is occupied
with a water molecule. Monohydration breaks the 2-fold
rotational symmetry of the dimer ion structure, so there are two
reaction pathways available for proton transfer. One way is for

a proton to transfer to unhydrated adenine moiety, of which
the relative potential energy profile looks very similar to the
bare dimer ion case. The other is for another proton to proceed
to the hydrated moiety, in which the proton must surmount the
transition-state barrier of 1.5 kcal/mol to the product. Note that
this energy barrier is small enough that the internal energy gain
from geometry relaxations after the vertical ionization may help
push the reaction in this direction. The ν-site monohydration
exhibits very similar reaction schemes, but the stabilization
energies due to proton transfer are about 0.3 kcal/mol larger
than the µ-site monohydration. The transition-state barrier
toward hydrated adenine moiety is ∼0.5 kcal/mol lower in ν-site
monohydration. As in the bare dimer ion, the NBO charge
analysis illustrates that the single positive charge, near evenly
divided between the adenine molecules before proton transfer,
becomes shifted to protonated adenine ions in the proton-
transferred adenine dimer ions. The charges of water molecules
are a few hundredths of an atomic unit and are omitted in Figure
3 for simplicity.

When we have two water molecules in µ or ν site in doubly
dihydration cases (Figure 4), the directional preference in proton
transfer appears the same way as in monohydration cases.
However, the tendency of proton transferring to unhydrated
adenine moiety becomes stronger in both kinetic and thermo-

Figure 3. Relative energy diagram (in kcal/mol) along the H3 proton
transfer reaction coordinate of adenine dimer ion, when the dimer ion
is monohydrated at µ and ν sites, respectively. The two dimer ions are
called µ-��′ and ν-��′, and relative energies shown are corrected with
zero-point vibrations. NBO charges of distinct adenine moieties are
shown before and after proton transfer. The origin of the vertical energy
scale refers to the energy of optimized dimer ion listed in the last column
of Table 1.

Figure 4. Relative energy diagram (in kcal/mol) along the H3 proton
transfer reaction coordinate of adenine dimer ion, when the dimer ion
is unilaterally and doubly dihydrated at µ and ν sites, respectively. The
two dimer ions are called µµ-��′ and νν-��′, and relative energies shown
are corrected with zero-point vibrations. NBO charges of distinct
adenine moieties are shown before and after proton transfer. The origin
of the vertical energy scale refers to the energy of optimized dimer ion
listed in the last column of Table 1.
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dynamic perspectives. Comparing νν-��′ with µµ-��′, we see
that the ν site is more effective in terms of stabilizing the proton-
transferred products and reducing the transition-state barrier of
proton transferring to hydrated adenine moiety. Again, the NBO
charges are summed over each distinct molecular species in the
hydrogen-bonded dimer ions in Figure 4, showing that the
reactions are characterized as proton transfer.

In Figure 5, the dimer ions are unilaterally (top) and bilaterally
(bottom) dihydrated at the two unequivalent sites, respectively.
When the two sites, µ and ν, of one adenine moiety are occupied
with water molecules, proton transfer looks significantly biased
to the unhydrated adenine moiety. The proton transfer to the
dihydrated adenine moiety is unfavorable, because the transition
state, µν-��′-PTµν-TS, is raised to 3.6 kcal/mol, and also the
product, µν-��′-PTµν, is only 1 kcal/mol more stable than the
reactant. Apparently, having two water molecules bound at
the two different sites µ and ν of one adenine moiety results in
larger proton transfer preference than the previous hydrations.
When the two unequivalent sites, ν and µ′, belonging to the
different adenine moieties, are occupied, the directional prefer-
ence in proton transfer almost disappears as shown in the bottom
of Figure 5. Earlier in Figure 3, we found a tendency for
monohydration to prefer proton transfer to unhydrated adenine
moiety, i.e., monohydrated moiety giving away a proton to the

unhydrated other. The νµ′-��′ case is a direct comparison of
the tendencies of two different monohydrations, although only
a very small difference is exhibited.

Figure 6 illustrates the proton transfer when two water
molecules are initially bound symmetrically at the equivalent
positions of the adenine dimer ion, µµ′-��′ and νν′-��′. The
symmetry lets us consider one-way proton transfer only, as in
the bare dimer ion case, ��′. We find that the proton-transferred
product ν′-��′-PTν is more stable than µµ′-��′-PTµ, confirming
again that ν is the more effective hydration site.

In all proton-transferred products above, it should be noted
that AH+ is not a uniformly charged ion but a 16-atom species
of which most charge is concentrated in the double hydrogen-
bond region. Therefore, typical ion-dipole interactions that
would make the dimer products of type (A-H)-(AH+) · (H2O)n

more stable than the other (H2O)n · (A-H)-(AH+) are not
necessarily a dominant factor in determining the energetics.
Also, the energy profiles in Figures 3-6 provide only the local
picture of potential energy surfaces near the intradimer proton
transfer regime. Here we did not search for the global minima
of the final product structures that may involve rearrangements
of water molecules in complexes, since the main goal in this
work is to estimate the hydration effects on the proton transfer
that occurs immediately after ionization.

One may think that more realistic hydrations with three or
more water molecules involve, in general, both adenine mol-
ecules of the dimer, because water molecules being crowded at
a single adenine moiety will be rather rare events even in gas-
phase environments. In any such rare asymmetric cases,
however, the directional preference in proton transfer should
arise from hydration-induced asymmetry in the already meta-
stable electron density of the dimer ion. Effects of generally
asymmetric (or unilateral at the extreme) hydrations serve to
push a proton from hydrated to less hydrated (or unhydrated at
the extreme) adenine.

To investigate asymmetric hydration effects further, we
compared the NBO charges of six atoms participating in double
hydrogen bonds between the two adenine moieties, before proton
transfer takes place. (top of Figure 7) First, it is found that the
charges on the proton-donor groups (N9-H3 or N9′-H3′) are
kept nearly unchanged. The hydrogen and nitrogen charges are
not much affected by hydrations, maintained at around 0.47 and
-0.58, respectively. However, the charges of proton-acceptor
atoms, N3 and N3′, become differentiated as hydration concen-
trates on one adenine molecule. As only one adenine (unprimed)
moiety in the dimer ions is hydrated, the N3 charge of that
adenine moiety becomes significantly less negative, i.e., -0.524
(µ-��′), -0.527 (ν-��′), -0.528 (µµ-��′), -0.521 (νν-��′), and
-0.502 (µν-��′), implying that water molecules withdraw the
electron density near the N3 atom and lessen its basicity. On
the other hand, the N3′ charge of the other adenine moiety
becomes more negative to the same extent as the N3 charge is
less negative, so its basicity is enhanced. The bottom of Figure
7 illustrates how the charges of the two proton acceptors, N3

and N3′, are related to the transition-state energies. For asym-
metric hydration cases, the transition-state energy differences
between the two kinds of proton transfer are plotted against
the proton-acceptor charge differences. Note that the six data
points are quite close to the linear regression line. It tells us
that the more asymmetric proton transfer will be kinetically
induced, as hydrations become more asymmetric and this make
the charges of proton-acceptors more differentiated. Interest-
ingly, µ-site hydration cases, µ-��′ and µµ-��′, lead to a little
bit larger transition-state energy differences than ν-site coun-

Figure 5. Relative energy diagram (in kcal/mol) along the H3 proton
transfer reaction coordinate of adenine dimer ion, when the dimer ion
is unilaterally and bilaterally dihydrated at µ and ν sites, respectively.
The dimer ions are called µν-��′ and νµ′-��′, and relative energies
shown are corrected with zero-point vibrations. NBO charges of distinct
adenine moieties are shown before and after proton transfer. The origin
of the vertical energy scale refers to the energy of optimized dimer ion
listed in the last column of Table 1.
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terparts, ν-��′, and νν-��′, implying that µ-site hydration is
kinetically a little more effective in differentiating proton-
acceptors and biasing proton transfer. In the νµ′-��′ case, proton
transfer occurs near barrierless in either direction, but the
downhill slope to the ν-site monohydrated adenine moiety
appears a little bit steeper than the slope to the µ-site mono-
hydrated adenine moiety. It is noticeable that, in the µν-��′ case,
the asymmetry in proton transfer is maximized due to coopera-
tive hydration effects at both µ and ν sites on proton-acceptor
charge differentiation.

Our finding that the charge of the proton-accepting N3 varies
upon hydration is something that is not observed in hydrated
single adenine molecules or their ions. Separate calculations of
hydration effects on a single adenine molecule and its ion
confirm that N3 charge variations due to hydration at µ or ν are
minimal (Figures S4 and S5, Supporting Information). There-
fore, it can be characterized as a unique property from the dimer
ion formation. Also, similar properties are anticipated from other
double-hydrogen-bonded dimer ions of types like �µ′, �ν′, µµ′,
νµ′, and νν′, which are not discussed in this work.

D. Dimer Cleavage vs Evaporation of Water Molecules.
According to our calculations, hydrated adenine dimer ions
undergo very easy proton transfer after ionization. Then, the
proton-transferred hydrated dimer ions may be tested for their
stability using photoexcitations or induced collisions.

Detailed dynamics leading to photofragmentation products
depends on which molecular species serves as a chromophore

at a particular wavelength, and a fair understanding requires a
sufficient knowledge of many difficult topics such as excited-
state energies, intramolecular relaxations, internal conversion,
and intersystem crossing. To have a clue on how photofrag-
mentations are started, though, we can briefly consider dis-
sociative processes after the system returns to the ground-state
potential energy surface, assuming that the role of photoexci-
tation is limited to providing extra internal energy.

In fact, the major fragment of photodissociation experiments
turned out to be the protonated adenine ion AH+,12 suggesting
that both solvent evaporation and dimer cleavage occurred. One
may wonder, therefore, how much energy should be present in
hydrated dimer ions, in order for AH+ to break away from two
kinds of molecular species, A-H radical, and water molecules.

In Table 2, we list the energies required for breaking the
double hydrogen bonds, i.e., dimer interaction energies, compar-
ing the energies between the proton-transferred hydrated dimer
ions and the combined energies of the two separately optimized
fragments, AH+(H2O)m and (A-H)H2O(n-m), (me n). The dimer
interaction energy for the bare proton-transferred dimer ion is
30.0 kcal/mol. For hydrated dimer ions, the interaction energies
are 1-2 kcal/mol larger than the bare dimer case, because
solvation effects on the dimer ion are larger than on resulting

Figure 6. Relative energy diagram (in kcal/mol) along the H3 proton
transfer reaction coordinate of adenine dimer ion, when the dimer ion
is bilaterally symmetrically dihydrated at µ or ν sites, respectively. The
two dimer ions are called µµ′-��′ and νν′-��′, and relative energies
shown are corrected with zero-point vibrations. NBO charges of distinct
adenine moieties are shown before and after proton transfer. The origin
of the vertical energy scale refers to the energy of optimized dimer ion
listed in the last column of Table 1.

Figure 7. (Top) The NBO charges (in au) of six atoms at the region
of the double hydrogen bond are shown for nine different un-, mono-,
and dihydrated dimer ions, which are numbered as (1) ��′, (2) µ-��′,
(3) ν-��′, (4) µµ-��′, (5) νν-��′, (6) µν-��′ (7), νµ′-��′, (8) µµ′-��′,
and (9) νν′-��′. (Bottom) The transition-state energy differences
between the two unequivalent proton transfers for six asymmetrically
hydrated adenine dimer ions, (2) µ-��, (3) ν-��′, (4) µµ-��′, (5) νν-
��′, (6) µν-��′, and (7) νµ′-��′, are plotted against the NBO charge
differences between N3 and N3′.
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fragments. Differences in dimer interaction energies of the two
kinds of proton-transferred products for a particular hydrated
dimer ion arise from the fact that charge-dispersing solvent
effects on AH+ ion are more effective than on the neutral A.

Note that, when the proton transfer takes place to unhydrated
moieties, breaking only the double hydrogen bond creates AH+.
For the other cases, it is necessary to break hydrogen bonds
between water molecules and the protonated adenine, besides
the double hydrogen bonds. We found that about 8 kcal/mol is
required additionally for such processes, as summarized in the
third column of Table 2.

The thresholds for AH+ production may be referenced for
experimentally removing (A-H) radical and water molecules,
but one important question still remains from the viewpoint of
dynamics: exactly what do the hydrated adenine dimer ions go
through to yield the protonated adenine ion, AH+? One would
expect that the removal of water molecules, i.e., evaporation,
does not occur simultaneously with the double hydrogen bond
breaking, unless given internal energies are large enough. In
fact, with a limited amount of internal energy, evaporation
processes are just another reaction competing with the adenine
dimer ion cleavage, and there are questions of dynamics, such
as which process comes first and how fast either of the two
processes can occur.

To compare evaporation with dimer cleavage from energetics
perspective, we calculated the hydration energies as water
molecules are removed one after another from hydrated adenine
dimer ions, by taking differences in the energies of optimized
hydrated adenine dimer ions shown in Figures 2-6 (Figures
S6 and S7, Supporting Information) Interestingly, hydration
energies do not depend much on whether the proton transfer
has occurred or not, and single-molecule evaporation processes
cost nearly constant (8 ( 1 kcal/mol) energies, although it is
confirmed that ν is a stronger hydrogen-bonding site and the
last water molecule is harder to remove than the previous ones.
As in our previous photodissociation experiments,12 use of
different excitation wavelengths could control the degree of

evaporation and dimer cleavage. For instance, upon photoex-
citation at a long wavelength of 532 nm, only small hydrated
clusters, [(AH+)-(A-H)](H2O)n (n < 3), are expected to
dissociate into AH+ and other fragments. However, in order to
investigate more detailed dynamics of both evaporation and
dimer cleavage in particular experimental conditions, it would
be necessary to do a separate theoretical study such as the
RRKM calculation or MD simulation at the ground-state
potential energy surface.

VI. Concluding Remarks

We found the mono- and dihydration patterns for adenine
dimer molecules and their ions and confirmed that the ν-site
hydration is effective for stabilizing them. The ionization
energies of hydrated adenine dimers were calculated around 7.8
eV.

According to our calculations, upon ionization, intradimer
proton transfers readily occur with negligible barriers in normal
hydration conditions. However, when hydration patterns are
unilateral or asymmetric, proton transfers to the hydrated adenine
moiety are kinetically hindered due to the transition-state barrier
elevated as high as 1-2 kcal/mol. There, µ-site hydration
introduces more of such kinetic hindrance than ν-site. A very
strong directional preference in proton transfer was observed
in the case of µν-site unilateral dihydration, because of the very
high transition-state energy, 3.6 kcal/mol. It turns out that the
directional preference in proton transfer arises from the charge
differentiation of proton-accepting nitrogen atoms of dimer ions
due to asymmetric hydration, which may be characterized as a
unique dimer ion property.

The cleavage of dimer structure in hydrated dimer ions needs
about 30 kcal/mol, whereas the evaporation of each water
molecule requires just 8 kcal/mol or so. It suggests that, with a
limited amount of internal energy available, evaporation pro-
cesses may precede dimer cleavages.

The detailed dynamics study of photofragmentation processes
should rely upon ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.
Currently, we are investigating which molecular species of dimer
ions serve as a chromophore in various photoexcitation conditions.
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